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Thİs

paper has two goals in mİnd: fırst, i intend to trace the origin of OT
Ya1Ja "-' ymJan "-' yayan and MM 3a'an 'elephant,' that to the best of my
knowledge has not yet been done. Second, i will try to demonstrate what
kind of implications this word might have for the better understanding of
the ethnolinguistic history of the Inner Asia. i am happy to offer this small
contribution to a Festschrift honoring Prof. Dr. Talat Tekin on the
occasion of his eightieth birthday, since Prof. Dr. Tekin İs one of the most
eminent scholars of the second part of the twentieth and of the beginning
of the twenty fırst centurİes who has extensively contributed in various
areas of both Turkic and Inner Asian historicallinguistics.
Since elephants stopped roaming southem parts of Inner Asia long
before the Turkic or Mongolic tribes appeared on the historical arena, OT
Ya1Ja "-' yayan "-' yayan or MM 3a Jan 'elephant' certainly could not be a
name deseribing an animal whom Ancient Turks or Mongols had a fırst
hand knowledge of. Therefore, it is likely to be a loanword from some
other language. The question is from which one?
Let me start from the Old Turkic word. Sir Gerard elauson maintained
that OT yaya 'elephant' is "an obvious loanword of unknown origin". He
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also pointed out that the word has two other spellings, yayan and Ya/Jan
(Clauson 1972: 943). The same spelling are cross-referenced in (DTS 224,
233), although DTS authors abstained from any etymological comments
in this case. Rasanen compared OT ymJa with Alt. d'a:n 'big, huge'
(VEWT 177-78), but given the isolated nature of the A1tai word, this
attempt at the internal etymology seems unlikely to be successful. The
similarity with WM 3ayan 'elephant' was also noted quite a long time ago
(KWB 469). Authors of ESTla came up with a proposal that OT ymJa as
well as WM 3ayan go back to Snskr, niiga 'serpent, elephant,' unless both
are euphemisms (ESTla 1989: 60). There two obvious problems with this
proposal: first, as i will demonstrate later, both Turkic and Mongolic
forms with -y- are attested much later than the forms with -1]- in Turkic or
- '_in Mongolic. Second problem is more severe: the habitual Sanskrit
word for 'elephant' is ga)a, and Snskr. niiga apparently has the archetype
meaning 'serpent' or a 'serpent demon.' Snskr. niiga 'elephant' seems to
be a metaphoric and/or euphemistic extension of this meaning, cf. e.g.
Snskr. niiga ra) 'king ofnagas' or 'king of elephants, , where the development seems to be from 'mighty serpent' > 'mighty' > 'mighty elephant' >
'elephant,' in other words it is apparently a comparison of an elephant to a
niiga in the terms of strength. There is an interesting expression niiga-vzthz
'row of niiga, , which metaphorically refers to elephant' surine (MonierWilliams 1899: 532-33). Thus, it is reasonable to conclude, that a satisfactory etymology of OT ya1]a ~ ya1]an ~ yayan 'elephant' has not yet been
offered.
Before proceeding further, it is necessary to survey the chronology of
all available Old Turkic attestations. To the best of my knowledge, neither
of the OT forms ya1]a ~ ya1]an ~ yayan is attested in Runic inscriptions, a
point that is also conformed by Clauson, who indicates that the word is
peculiar to Old Uighur texts (Clauson 1972: 943). This is not completely
accurate, as we will see below (unless Clauson had in mind only ya1]a and
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not other variants), but the oldest formB indeed are found in the texts
written in Old Uighur or Manichaean scripts.
Among the three forms ymJa ~ ymJan ~ yayan, ymJa appears to be the
earliest, as it is attested exc1usively in pre-Islamic sources starting from
the eighth century and ending in the tenth century:
tOlJaymJa teg küclüg ersar 'ifhe is strong as an elephant' (Uig i: 37.2)
ymJam 'my elephant' (Man II: 8.13)
YWJa teg 'like an elephant' (TT VIII B.8)
melJizi antay bolur ymJa qoyusi: teg 'his extemal appearance
elephant's skin' (Rach II: 3.22)

İs

like

at ymJa qalJll kölük erdini yencü ed tavar 'horses, elephants, carts, beasts
of burden, treasures, pearls, possessions' (Suv 613.4)
On the other hand, variants ymJan and yayan occur only much later in
the texts of Islamic period with attestations starting from the eleventh to
the thirteenth century, all ofthem written in the Arabic alphabet:
ymJanlar carlasdi: 'elephants trumpeted' (MK II: 210)
kerak ööta bir yam ya!Janca bolur 'at the necessary time a speck of dust
becomes an elephant' (QBN 208.15)
yayan bolsa yüklüg üzasinda zar 'if there is an elephant loaded with gold'
(Yük S 487)

Among these later two, yayan appears to be a hapax legomenon. On a
pure phonetic basis, OT yayan would look like an original form, and OT
ya!Jan could be treated as a result of nasal assimilation of -y- to -!J- in front
of the following nasal. Then OT ya!Ja could be taken as a development
from ya!Jan with a loss of final consonant. However, the historİcal
chronology of these forms İs exactly the opposite as i have demonstrated
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above, and, therefore, ya1ja should be taken as an original fonn. Thus, we
can disregard both ya1jan and yayan, and concem ourselves with tracing
the etymology of OT ya1ja 'elephant' alone.
The likeliest source for OT ya1ja would be in the south, because that
was the natural habitat of elephants in Asia in the first millennium AD as
it is now. i believe that one of thepossible sources of the Turldc and
Mongolic words is EMC
zja1jJl 'elephant.' There are, of course, two
problems with this proposal: First, initial OT y- seems to be a poor
substitute for EMC Z-. Although there is no initial z- Uighur script, it is
still difficult to explain why initial y- is used as a substitution for EMC Z-,
rather than initial S-, which would be much better approximation. Second,
the final -a in OT ya1ja is difficult to explain. Let me start with the first
problem.
The likeliest explanation for the strange initial y- in Old Turkic can be
probably explained that the word for 'elephant' was borrowed from Early
Middle Chinese into Old Turkic not directly, but via some language X.
Below i will try to detennine what this language might be. At this point
the reader might recollect that WM 3ayan 'elephant' was mentioned
earlier as a fonn similar to OT ya1ja 'id.' Our next step then will be to
trace the history of this word in Mongolic.
WM 3ayan 'elephant' which is usually cited as a representative
Mongolic fonn is neither representative, nor archaic, as it appears only in
the later texts written in the vertical Mongolian script. The first attestations are found in Middle Mongolian:

*

3a'an (§f~) 'elephant' (Zyyy 16a.8)

The following notation ofEMC tones is adopted in this artiele: X' -- rising tone, Xh
-- departing tone.
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caqan 3a 'an-u (
) 3ul3iqan-u sudur 'sutra of the White Baby
Elephant' (JYGg 1)
altan 3a 'an (W~Iö) 'golden elephant' (JYGg 1)
3a'an (1L~) 'elephant' (HYYY 6a.1)
3a'an (0\4-) 'elephant' (Mu 199)
MM - '- does not necessarily İndicate glottal stop -2-, as it might be just
a device to write a 10ng vowel. There is no indication of any glottal stop in
Chinese transcriptions. 'Phags-pa letter ~ could also be used to denote
just a long vowel, because the graphic sequence
13aal is not used İn
the 'Phags-pa script. Note that sequence of two 'alifs in Arabic script 0\4could have exactly the same function. Consequently one might think that
MM phonetically had just [3 an] with a long [a]. MM 3a 'an [3an]
'elephant' also looks like a borrowing from EMC zjm)', and the
substitution of MM 3- for EMC z- looks much more natural than OT y-.
However, MM 3a'an [3 an ] 'elephant' also has at least one problem that
prevents its treatment as a direct loan from Early Middle Chinese. Namely,
it is incomprehensible why Middle Mongolian has final -n and not -1) in
this word. Certainly, Middle Mongolian has -1) in both natiye vocabulary
and loanwords from Chinese, e.g. MM 3irqalang 'joy;' MM 01) 'king' <
EMC wual (ı:) 'id.' Therefore, it seems logical to assume that the
intermediate source of MM 3a 'an [3an] 'elephant' was a language that did
not have a distinction between ını and /rJ/. This certainly rules out Old
Turkic as its source, because Old Turkic has the ını ~ IlJI distinction. But
the Bulghar Turkic apparently merged PT *n and *LJ as Ini at an early
stage, because there is no evidence for /lJ/ in Chuvash, Volga Bulgharian,
or any other fragmentary attested Bulghar Turkic languages.
Unfortunately, Chuv. *san 'elephant' or any other comparable Bulghar
form is not attested, but the Middle Mongolian word happens to have
another feature that strongly speaks in favor of its Bulghar origin: initial
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3- that is a regular Bulghar reflex of PT *y-. Therefore, MM 3a 'an [3an]

'elephant' has two Bulghar features (initial 3- and final -n), and this
allows us to assume that it comes from an unattested Bulghar *3an
'elephant' < EMC zjm) , 'id.'
Then how can one explain the enigmatic OT ya1Ja 'elephant' as having
an ultimate source in EMC zja1J' 'id.'? it seems that the reasonable
assumption would be that this word was borrowed into Old Turkic from
the Bulghar Turkic as well, but at much earlier date than MM 3a 'an [3 an]
'elephant,' possibly at the time when Bulghar Turkic stilI preserved a
distinction between ını and /1)/. The initial OT y- in this word then can be
explained as a 'grandfathering' process of Bulghar 3- into the phonological system of Old Turkic that was based on the innate system of
correspondences involving Common Turkic *y- and Bulghar 3-.
In spite of this otherwise plausible explanation, two significant problems do remain. First of them is the presence of the final -a in OR ya1Ja
'elephant' mentioned above and the second is the vowellength in the MM
3a'an [3 an] 'elephant.' EMC zja1J' 'elephant' has arising tone that
indicates that the vowel was short, and not long, therefore the presence of
a long vowel in MM 3a 'an [3 an] 'elephant' is not explicable. One can, of
course, blame it on the secondary vowel lengthening in Bulghar, but I
doubt that any hard-core evidence to support this claim could be ever
presented. HistoricalIy rising tone in Early Middle Chinese goes back to a
final glottal stop -2, which can certainly reflect a lost vowel, but the
problem is that not only the speculative vowel, but also the glottal stop
itself that had produced EMC rising tone disappeared centuries before
speakers of the Turkic language s came into any contact with Chinese.
This leads to anatural conclusion that EMC zja1J' 'elephant' may not
necessarily be the best candidate for the ultimate source of both Old
Turkic and Middle Mongolian forms, although it stilI appears that Bulghar
Turkic was likely the intermediate source that both of these forms come
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immediately from. One most look for a form that can best account for a
long vowel in Middle Mongohan as well as for the final -a in Old Turkic.
it appears that such form inde ed exists, although it is in the language
that is located very deep in the South and that has no known connections
with either Turkic or Mongohc. The fonn in question is Siamese ch/wlJ
( ~L ~) 'elephant' < Proto-Tai *3aalJ ']2. Although the Proto-Tai form also
ends in a glottal stop, it does not affect the length of the vowel. Vowel
length in Proto-Tai can well explain the vowel length in MM 3a'an [3an]
'elephant,' and the finalOT -a in yalJa 'elephant' may be a result of a
compensatory lengthening occurring independently after the borrowing
from Bulghar Turkic.
Many thousand miles separate Inner Asia and South China where the
speakers of Proto-Tai once hyed. Geographically the fit with EMC zjalJ
'elephant' might seem more plausible, but the phonetic fit with Proto-Tai
*3aa1J{ 'id.' is much more close. A connection with Proto-Tai certainly
will involve other intermediate languages, but these might be long dead,
so we will never know. And the loanwords can travel unpredictably long
distances. Thus the choice between the Chinese and Tai ultimate source
may be left open for the time being, but it seems that both Old Turkic and
Middle Mongohan word s are ultimately connected to one or another.
One fact seems to be certain, however: although OT yalJa and MM
3a Jan 'elephant' were likely to be borrowed at different times, both OT
yalJa and MM 3a Jan 'elephant' can only be explained as direct loans from
Bulghar Turkic, in spite of the fact that the immediate source is not
attested İn the surviving Bulghar language s or any historical fragments of
J

Li Fang-kuei reconstructed short *a in the place of Siamese lal based on the
assumption that a proto-Ianguage cannot have an opposition between a long la! and
short lal if there is no length contrast among other vowels (Li 1977: 270-71, 27577). However, this assumption is false: for example modem Cantonese has a vowel
length contrast only for lal ~ la! pair, but not for other vowels.
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thereof. Therefore, this loanword represents another important evidence
for the presence of Bulghar Turkic in the eastem part of Inner Asia prior
to ~ts major exodus to the West.

Abbreviations
Languages:
Alt.
EMC
OT
PT
Snskr.
WM

Altai
Early Middle Chinese
Old Turkic
Proto-Turkic
Sanskrit
Written Mongolian

Primary sources:

Mongolic:
HYYY
JYGg
Mu
ZYYY

Hua-yi Yi-yu (Chinese script), 1389 AD
Great lun yun guang inscription ('Phags-pa script), 1345
AD
Muqaddimat 'al-Adab (Arabic script), 14th (?) c.
Zhi-yuan yi-yu (Chinese script), Yuan period (1240-1366
AD)

Turkic:
Man II

Manichaean fragments (Uighur and Manichaean script),
8th c. or later
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QBN
Rach II
Suv
TT VIII B
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Dlvanu luyat it-turk, by Mahmud Kasyari, 1072-74 AD
Qutadyu bilig (Namangan version), by Yusuf Balasayunı,
1069-70 AD
fragments of medical texts (Uighur script), published by
G. Rachmati, 8th c. or later
Suval1J-aprabhasa, 10th c.
Manichaean fragment (Manichaean script), 8th c. or later
Christian fragment (Uighur script), 8th c. or later
'Atabatu '1-1:,ıaqayi'q (Stambul version), by Mahmud
Yükneki, first half of the 13 th century
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